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Abstrat
There are many appliations in whih it is desirable to order rather than lassify in-
stanes. Here we onsider the problem of learning how to order instanes given feedbak
in the form of preferene judgments, i.e., statements to the eet that one instane should
be ranked ahead of another. We outline a two-stage approah in whih one rst learns by
onventional means a binary preferene funtion indiating whether it is advisable to rank
one instane before another. Here we onsider an on-line algorithm for learning preferene
funtions that is based on Freund and Shapire's \Hedge" algorithm. In the seond stage,
new instanes are ordered so as to maximize agreement with the learned preferene fun-
tion. We show that the problem of nding the ordering that agrees best with a learned
preferene funtion is NP-omplete. Nevertheless, we desribe simple greedy algorithms
that are guaranteed to nd a good approximation. Finally, we show how metasearh an
be formulated as an ordering problem, and present experimental results on learning a om-
bination of \searh experts," eah of whih is a domain-spei query expansion strategy
for a web searh engine.
1. Introdution
Work in indutive learning has mostly onentrated on learning to lassify. However, there
are many appliations in whih it is desirable to order rather than lassify instanes. An
example might be a personalized email lter that prioritizes unread mail. Here we will
onsider the problem of learning how to onstrut suh orderings given feedbak in the
form of preferene judgments, i.e., statements that one instane should be ranked ahead of
another.
Suh orderings ould be onstruted based on a learned probabilisti lassier or regres-
sion model and in fat often are. For instane, it is ommon pratie in information retrieval
to rank douments aording to their probability of relevane to a query, as estimated by a
learned lassier for the onept \relevant doument." An advantage of learning orderings
diretly is that preferene judgments an be muh easier to obtain than the labels required
for lassiation learning.
For instane, in the email appliation mentioned above, one approah might be to rank
messages aording to their estimated probability of membership in the lass of \urgent"
messages, or by some numerial estimate of urgeny obtained by regression. Suppose,
however, that a user is presented with an ordered list of email messages, and elets to read
the third message rst. Given this eletion, it is not neessarily the ase that message three
is urgent, nor is there suÆient information to estimate any numerial urgeny measures.
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However, it seems quite reasonable to infer that message three should have been ranked
ahead of the others. Thus, in this setting, obtaining preferene information may be easier
and more natural than obtaining the labels needed for a lassiation or regression approah.
Another appliation domain that requires ordering instanes is ollaborative ltering; see,
for instane, the papers ontained in Resnik and Varian (1997). In a typial ollaborative
ltering task, a user seeks reommendations, say, on movies that she is likely to enjoy. Suh
reommendations are usually expressed as ordered lists of reommended movies, produed
by ombining movie ratings supplied by other users. Notie that eah user's movie ratings
an be viewed as a set of preferene judgements. In fat, interpreting ratings as preferenes
is advantageous in several ways: for instane, it is not neessary to assume that a rating of
\7" means the same thing to every user.
In the remainder of this paper, we will investigate the following two-stage approah to
learning how to order. In stage one, we learn a preferene funtion, a two-argument funtion
PREF(u; v) whih returns a numerial measure of how ertain it is that u should be ranked
before v. In stage two, we use the learned preferene funtion to order a set of new instanes
X; to aomplish this, we evaluate the learned funtion PREF(u; v) on all pairs of instanes
u; v 2 X, and hoose an ordering of X that agrees, as muh as possible, with these pairwise
preferene judgments.
For stage one, we desribe a spei algorithm for learning a preferene funtion from a
set of \ranking-experts". The algorithm is an on-line weight alloation algorithm, muh like
the weighted majority algorithm (Littlestone & Warmuth, 1994) and Winnow (Littlestone,
1988), and, more diretly, Freund and Shapire's (1997) \Hedge" algorithm. For stage two,
we show that nding a total order that agrees best with suh a preferene funtion is NP-
omplete. Nevertheless, we show that there are eÆient greedy algorithms that always nd
a good approximation to the best ordering.
We then present some experimental results in whih these algorithm are used to ombine
the results of several \searh experts," eah of whih is a domain-spei query expansion
strategy for a web searh engine. Sine our work touhes several dierent elds we defer
the disussion of related work to Se. 6.
2. Preliminaries
Let X be a set of instanes. For simpliity, in this paper, we always assume that X is
nite. A preferene funtion PREF is a binary funtion PREF : X X ! [0; 1℄. A value of
PREF(u; v) whih is lose to 1 (respetively 0) is interpreted as a strong reommendation
that u should be ranked above (respetively, below) v. A value lose to 1=2 is interpreted
as an abstention from making a reommendation. As noted earlier, the hypothesis of our
learning system will be a preferene funtion, and new instanes will be ranked so as to
agree as muh as possible with the preferenes predited by this hypothesis.
In standard lassiation learning, a hypothesis is onstruted by ombining primitive
features. Similarly, in this paper, a preferene funtion will be a ombination of primitive
preferene funtions. In partiular, we will typially assume the availability of a set of N
primitive preferene funtions R
1
; : : : ; R
N
. These an then be ombined in the usual ways,
for instane with a boolean or linear ombination of their values. We will be espeially
interested in the latter ombination method.
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Figure 1: Left and middle: Two ordering funtions and their graph representation. Right:
The graph representation of the preferene funtion reated by a weighted (
1
4
and
3
4
) ombination of the two funtions. Edges with weight of
1
2
or 0 are omitted.
It is onvenient to assume that the R
i
's are well-formed in ertain ways. To this end, we
introdue a speial kind of preferene funtion alled a rank ordering whih is dened by
an ordering funtion. Let S be a totally ordered set. We assume without loss of generality
that S  R. An ordering funtion into S is any funtion f : X ! S, where we interpret an
inequality f(u) > f(v) to mean that u is ranked above v by f . It is sometimes onvenient
to allow an ordering funtion to \abstain" and not give a preferene for a pair u, v. We
therefore allow S to inlude a speial symbol ? not in R, and we interpret f(u) = ? to
mean that u is \unranked." We dene the symbol ? to be inomparable to all the elements
in S (that is, ? 6< s and s 6< ? for all s 2 S).
An ordering funtion f indues the preferene funtion R
f
, dened as
R
f
(u; v) =
8
>
<
>
:
1 if f(u) > f(v)
0 if f(u) < f(v)
1
2
otherwise.
We all R
f
a rank ordering for X into S. If R
f
(u; v) = 1, then we say that u is preferred
to v, or u is ranked higher than v. Note that R
f
(u; v) =
1
2
if either u or v (or both) is
unranked.
We will sometimes desribe and manipulate preferene funtions as direted weighted
graphs. The nodes of a graph orrespond to the instanes in X. Eah pair (u; v) is on-
neted by a direted edge with weight PREF(u; v). Sine an ordering funtion f indues
a preferene funtion R
f
, we an also desribe ordering funtions as graphs. In Fig. 1 we
give an example of two ordering funtions and their orresponding graphs. For brevity, we
do not draw edges (u; v) suh that PREF(u; v) =
1
2
or PREF(u; v) = 0.
To give a onrete example of rank orderings, imagine learning to order douments
based on the words that they ontain. To model this, let X be the set of all douments in
a repository, and for N words w
1
; : : : ; w
N
, let f
i
(u) be the number of ourrenes of word
w
i
in doument u. Then R
f
i
will prefer u to v whenever w
i
ours more often in u than v.
As a seond example, onsider a metasearh appliation in whih the goal is to ombine the
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rankings of several web searh engines on some xed query. For N searh engines e
1
; : : : ; e
N
,
one might dene f
i
so that R
f
i
prefers web page u to web page v whenever u is ranked
ahead of v in the list L
i
produed by the orresponding searh engine. To do this, one ould
let f
i
(u) =  k for the web page u appearing in the k-th position in the list L
i
, and let
f
i
(u) =  M (where M > jL
i
j) for any web page u not appearing in L
i
.
Feedbak from the user will be represented in a similar but more general way. We will
assume that feedbak is a set element pairs (u; v), eah representing an assertion of the form
\u should be preferred to v." This denition of feedbak is less restrited than ordering
funtions. In partiular, we will not assume that the feedbak is onsistent|yles, suh as
a > b > a, will be allowed.
3. Learning a Combination of Ordering Funtions
In this setion, we onsider the problem of learning a good linear ombination of a set of
ordering funtions. Speially, we assume aess to a set of ranking experts, eah of whih
generates an ordering funtion when provided with a set of instanes. For instane, in a
metasearh problem, eah ranking expert might be a funtion that submits the user's query
to a dierent searh engine; the domain of instanes might be the set of all web pages
returned by any of the ranking experts; and the ordering funtion assoiated with eah
ranking expert might be represented as in the example above (i.e., letting f
i
(u) =  k for
the k-the web page u returned by i-th searh engine, and letting f
i
(u) =  M for any web
page u not retrieved by the i-th searh engine). The user's feedbak will be a set of pairwise
preferenes between web pages. This feedbak may be obtained diretly, for example, by
asking the user to expliitly rank the URL's returned by the searh engine; or the feedbak
may be obtained indiretly, for example, by measuring the time spent viewing eah of the
returned pages.
We note that for the metasearh problem, an approah that works diretly with the
numerial sores assoiated with the dierent searh engines might not be feasible; these
numerial sores might not be omparable aross dierent searh engines, or might not
be provided by all searh engines. Another problem is that most web pages will not be
indexed by all searh engines. This an be easily modeled in our setting: rather than
letting f
i
(u) =  M for a web page u that is not ranked by searh engine i, one ould let
f
i
(u) = ?. This orresponds to the assumption that the searh engine's preferene for u
relative to ranked web pages is unknown.
We now desribe a weight alloation algorithm that uses the preferene funtions R
i
to
learn a preferene funtion of the form PREF(u; v) =
P
N
i=1
w
i
R
i
(u; v). We adopt the on-line
learning framework rst studied by Littlestone (1988) in whih the weight w
i
assigned to
eah ranking expert i is updated inrementally.
Formally, learning is assumed to take plae in a sequene of rounds. On eah round t, we
assume the learning algorithm is provided with a set X
t
of instanes to be ranked, for whih
eah ranking expert i 2 f1; : : : ; Ng provides an ordering funtion f
t
i
. (In metasearh, for
instane, f
t
i
is the ordering funtion assoiated with the list L
t
i
of web pages returned by the
i-th ranking expert for the t-th query, and X
t
is the set of all web pages that appear in any
of the lists L
t
1
; : : : ; L
t
N
.) Eah ordering funtion f
t
i
indues a preferene funtion R
f
t
i
, whih
we denote for brevity by R
t
i
. The learner may ompute R
t
i
(u; v) for any and all preferene
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funtions R
t
i
and pairs u; v 2 X
t
before produing a ombined preferene funtion PREF
t
,
whih is then used to produe an ordering ^
t
of X
t
. (Methods for produing an ordering
from a preferene funtion will be disussed below.)
After produing the ordering ^
t
, the learner reeives feedbak from the environment.
We assume that the feedbak is an arbitrary set of assertions of the form \u should be
preferred to v." That is, the feedbak on the t-th round is a set F
t
of pairs (u; v).
The algorithm we propose for this problem is based on the \weighted majority algo-
rithm" of Littlestone and Warmuth (1994) and, more diretly, on Freund and Shapire's
(1997) \Hedge" algorithm. We dene the loss of a preferene funtion R with respet to
the user's feedbak F as
Loss(R;F ) =
P
(u;v)2F
(1 R(u; v))
jF j
= 1 
1
jF j
X
(u;v)2F
R(u; v) : (1)
This loss has a natural probabilisti interpretation. IfR is viewed as a randomized predition
algorithm that predits that u will preede v with probabilityR(u; v), then Loss(R;F ) is the
probability of R disagreeing with the feedbak on a pair (u; v) hosen uniformly at random
from F .
It is worth noting that the assumption on the form of the feedbak an be further relaxed
by allowing the user to indiate the degree to whih she prefers u over v. In this ase, the
loss should be normalized by the weighted sum of feedbak pairs. Sine this generalization
is rather straightforward, we assume for brevity that the feedbak is an unweighted set of
assertions over element pairs.
We now an use the Hedge algorithm almost verbatim, as shown in Figure 2. The
algorithm maintains a positive weight vetor whose value at time t is denoted by w
t
=
(w
t
1
; : : : ; w
t
N
). If there is no prior knowledge about the ranking experts, we set all initial
weights to be equal so that w
1
i
= 1=N .
On eah round t, the weight vetor w
t
is used to ombine the preferene funtions of the
dierent experts to obtain the preferene funtion PREF
t
(u; v) =
P
N
i=1
w
t
i
R
t
i
(u; v). This
preferene funtion is next onverted into an ordering ^
t
on the urrent set of elements
X
t
. For the purposes of this setion, the method of produing an ordering is immaterial; in
partiular, any of the methods desribed in Se. 4 ould be used here. Based on this ordering,
the user provides feedbak F
t
, and the loss for eah preferene funtion Loss(R
t
i
; F
t
) is
evaluated as in Eq. (1). Finally, the weight vetor w
t
is updated using the multipliative
rule
w
t+1
i
=
w
t
i
 
Loss(R
t
i
;F
t
)
Z
t
where  2 [0; 1℄ is a parameter, and Z
t
is a normalization onstant, hosen so that the
weights sum to one after the update. Thus, in eah round, the weights of the ranking
experts are adjusted so that experts produing preferene funtions with relatively large
agreement with the feedbak are inreased.
We now give the theoretial rationale behind this algorithm. Freund and Shapire (1997)
prove general results about Hedge whih an be applied diretly to this loss funtion. Their
results imply almost immediately a bound on the umulative loss of the preferene funtion
PREF
t
in terms of the loss of the best ranking expert, speially:
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Alloate Weights for Ranking Experts
Parameters:  2 [0; 1℄, initial weight vetor w
1
2 [0; 1℄
N
with
P
N
i=1
w
1
i
= 1
N ranking experts, number of rounds T
Do for t = 1; 2; : : : ; T
1. Reeive a set of elements X
t
and ordering funtions f
t
1
; : : : ; f
t
N
. Let R
t
i
denote the
preferene funtion indued by f
t
i
.
2. Compute a total order ^
t
whih approximates
PREF
t
(u; v) =
N
X
i=1
w
t
i
R
t
i
(u; v)
(Se. 4 desribes several ways of approximating a preferene funtion with a total
order.)
3. Order X
t
using ^
t
.
4. Reeive feedbak F
t
from the user.
5. Evaluate losses Loss(R
t
i
; F
t
) as dened in Eq. (1).
6. Set the new weight vetor
w
t+1
i
=
w
t
i
 
Loss(R
t
i
;F
t
)
Z
t
where Z
t
is a normalization onstant, hosen so that
P
N
i=1
w
t+1
i
= 1.
Figure 2: The on-line weight alloation algorithm.
Theorem 1 For the algorithm of Fig. 2,
T
X
t=1
Loss(PREF
t
; F
t
)  a

min
i
T
X
t=1
Loss(R
t
i
; F
t
) + 

lnN
where a

= ln(1=)=(1   ) and 

= 1=(1   ).
Note that
P
t
Loss(PREF
t
; F
t
) is the umulative loss of the ombined preferene fun-
tions PREF
t
, and
P
t
Loss(R
t
i
; F
t
) is the umulative loss of the ith ranking expert. Thus,
Theorem 1 states that the umulative loss of the ombined preferene funtions will not be
muh worse than that of the best ranking expert.
Proof: We have that
Loss(PREF
t
; F
t
) = 1 
1
F
t
X
(u;v)2F
t
X
i
w
t
i
R
t
i
(u; v)
=
X
i
w
t
i
0

1 
1
F
t
X
(u;v)2F
t
R
t
i
(u; v)
1
A
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=
X
i
w
t
i
Loss(R
t
i
(u; v); F
t
):
Therefore, by Freund and Shapire's (1997) Theorem 2,
T
X
t=1
Loss(PREF
t
; F
t
) =
T
X
t=1
X
i
w
t
i
Loss(R
t
i
(u; v); F
t
)
 a

min
i
T
X
t=1
Loss(R
t
i
; F
t
) + 

lnN:
2
Of ourse, we are not interested in the loss of PREF
t
(sine it is not an ordering), but
rather in the performane of the atual ordering ^
t
omputed by the learning algorithm.
Fortunately, the losses of these an be related using a kind of triangle inequality. Let
DISAGREE(;PREF) =
X
u;v:(u)>(v)
(1  PREF(u; v)) : (2)
Theorem 2 For any PREF, F and total order dened by an ordering funtion ,
Loss(R

; F ) 
DISAGREE(;PREF)
jF j
+Loss(PREF; F ): (3)
Proof: For x; y 2 [0; 1℄, let us dene d(x; y) = x(1   y) + y(1   x). We now show
that d satises the triangle inequality. Let x, y and z be in [0; 1℄, and let X, Y and Z be
independent Bernoulli (f0; 1g-valued) random variables with probability of outome 1 equal
to x, y and z, respetively. Then
d(x; z) = Pr[X 6= Z℄
= Pr[(X 6= Y ^ Y = Z) _ (X = Y ^ Y 6= Z)℄
 Pr[X 6= Y _ Y 6= Z℄
 Pr[X 6= Y ℄ + Pr[Y 6= Z℄
= d(x; y) + d(y; z):
For [0; 1℄-valued funtions f; g dened on X X, we next dene
D(f; g) =
X
u;v:u6=v
d(f(u; v); g(u; v)):
Clearly, D also satises the triangle inequality.
Let 
F
be the harateristi funtion of F so that 
F
: XX ! f0; 1g and 
F
(u; v) = 1
if and only if (u; v) 2 F . Then from the denition of Loss and DISAGREE, we have
jF j Loss(R

; F ) = D(R

; 
F
)
 D(R

;PREF) +D(PREF; 
F
)
= DISAGREE(;PREF) + jF j Loss(PREF; F ):
2
Notie that the learning algorithm Hedge minimizes the seond term on the right hand
side of Eq. (3). Below, we onsider the problem of nding an ordering  whih minimizes
the rst term, namely, DISAGREE.
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4. Ordering Instanes with a Preferene Funtion
4.1 Measuring the Quality of an Ordering
We now onsider the omplexity of nding a total order that agrees best with a learned
preferene funtion. To analyze this, we must rst quantify the notion of agreement between
a preferene funtion PREF and an ordering. One natural notion is the following: Let X
be a set, PREF be a preferene funtion, and let  be a total ordering of X, expressed again
as an ordering funtion (i.e., (u) > (v) if and only if u is above v in the order). For
the analysis of this setion, it is onvenient to use the measure AGREE(;PREF), whih is
dened to be the sum of PREF(u; v) over all pairs u; v suh that u is ranked above v by :
AGREE(;PREF) =
X
u;v:(u)>(v)
PREF(u; v): (4)
Clearly, AGREE is a linear transformation of the measure DISAGREE introdued in Eq. (2),
and hene maximizing AGREE is equivalent to minimizing DISAGREE. This denition is
also losely related to similarity metris used in deision theory and information proess-
ing (Kemeny & Snell, 1962; Fishburn, 1970; Roberts, 1979; Frenh, 1989; Yao, 1995) (see
the disussion in Se. 6).
4.2 Finding an Optimal Ordering is Hard
Ideally one would like to nd a  that maximizes AGREE(;PREF). The general opti-
mization problem is of little interest in our setting, sine there are many onstraints on the
preferene funtion that are imposed by the learning algorithm. Using the learning algo-
rithm of Se. 3, for instane, PREF will always be a linear ombination of simpler funtions.
However, the theorem below shows that this optimization problem is NP-omplete even if
PREF is restrited to be a linear ombination of well-behaved preferene funtions. In par-
tiular, the problem is NP-omplete even if all the primitive preferene funtions used in
the linear ombination are rank orderings whih map into a set S with only three elements,
one of whih may or may not be ?. (Clearly, if S onsists of more than three elements then
the problem is still hard.)
Theorem 3 The following deision problem is NP-omplete for any set S with jSj  3:
Input: A rational number ; a set X; a olletion of N ordering funtions f
i
: X ! S;
and a preferene funtion PREF dened as
PREF(u; v) =
N
X
i=1
w
i
R
f
i
(u; v) (5)
where w = (w
1
; : : : ; w
N
) is a rational weight vetor in [0; 1℄
N
with
P
N
i=1
w
i
= 1.
Question: Does there exist a total order  suh that AGREE(;PREF)  ?
Proof: The problem is learly in NP sine a nondeterministi algorithm an guess a total
order and hek the weighted number of agreements in polynomial time.
To prove that the problem is NP-hard we redue from CYCLIC-ORDERING (Galil &
Megido, 1977; Gary & Johnson, 1979), dened as follows: \Given a set A and a olletion
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C of ordered triples (a; b; ) of distint elements from A, is there a one-to-one funtion
f : A! f1; 2; : : : ; jAjg suh that for eah (a; b; ) 2 C we have either f(a) > f(b) > f() or
f(b) > f() > f(a) or f() > f(a) > f(b)?"
Without loss of generality, S is either f0; 1;?g or f0; 1; 2g. We rst show that the
problem of nding an optimal total order is hard when S = f0; 1;?g. Given an instane of
CYCLIC-ORDERING, we let X = A. For eah triplet t = (a; b; ) we will introdue three
ordering funtions f
t;1
, f
t;2
, and f
t;3
, and dene them so that f
t;1
(a) > f
t;1
(b), f
t;2
(b) >
f
t;2
(), and f
t;3
() > f
t;3
(a). To do this, we let f
t;1
(a) = f
t;2
(b) = f
t;3
() = 1, f
t;1
(b) =
f
t;2
() = f
t;3
(a) = 0, and f
t;i
() = ? in all other ases. We let the weight vetor be uniform,
so that w
t;i
=
1
3jCj
. Let
 =
5
3
+
jAj(jAj   1)=2   3
2
:
Dene R
t
(u; v) =
P
3
i=1
w
t;i
R
f
t;i
(u; v), whih is the ontribution of these three funtions
to PREF(u; v). Notie that for any triplet t = (a; b; ) 2 C, R
t
(a; b) =
2
3jCj
whereas
R
t
(b; a) =
1
3jCj
, and similarly for b;  and ; a. In addition, for any pair u; v 2 A suh that
at least one of them does not appear in t, we get that R
t
(u; v) =
1
2jCj
. Sine a total order
 an satisfy at most two of the three onditions (a) > (b), (b) > (), and () > (a),
the largest possible weighted number of agreements assoiated with this triple is exatly
=jCj.
If the number of weighted agreements is at least , it must be exatly , by the argument
above; and if there are exatly  weighted agreements, then the total order must satisfy
exatly 2 out of the possible 3 relations for eah three elements that form a triplet from
C. Thus, the onstruted rank ordering instane will be positive if and only if the original
CYCLIC-ORDERING instane is positive.
The ase for S = f0; 1; 2g uses a similar onstrution; however, for eah triplet t =
(a; b; ), we dene six ordering funtions, f
j
t;1
, f
j
t;2
, and f
j
t;3
, where j 2 f0; 1g. The basi
idea here is to replae eah f
t;i
with two funtions, f
0
t;i
and f
1
t;i
, that agree on the single
ordering onstraint assoiated with f
t;i
, but disagree on all other orderings. For instane,
we will dene these funtions so that f
j
t;1
(a) > f
j
t;1
(b) for j = 0 and j = 1, but for all other
pairs u; v, f
1
t;1
(u) > f
1
t;1
(v) i f
0
t;1
(v) > f
0
t;1
(u). Averaging the two orderings f
0
t;1
and f
1
t;1
will thus yield the same preferene expressed by the original funtion f
t;1
(i.e., a preferene
for a > b only).
In more detail, we let f
j
t;1
(a) = f
j
t;2
(b) = f
j
t;3
() = 2 j, f
j
t;1
(b) = f
j
t;2
() = f
j
t;3
(a) = 1 j,
and f
j
t;i
() = 2j in all other ases. We again let the weight vetor be uniform, so that
w
j
t;i
=
1
6jCj
. Similar to the rst ase, we dene R
t
(u; v) =
P
i;j
w
t;i
R
f
j
t;i
(u; v). It an be
veried that R
t
is idential to the R
t
onstruted in the rst ase. Therefore, by the same
argument, the onstruted rank ordering instane will be positive if and only if the original
CYCLIC-ORDERING instane is positive. 2
Although this problem is hard when jSj  3, the next theorem shows that it beomes
tratable for linear ombinations of rank orderings into a set S of size two. Of ourse, when
jSj = 2, the rank orderings are really only binary lassiers. The fat that this speial
ase is tratable undersores the fat that manipulating orderings (even relatively simple
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ones) an be omputationally more diÆult than performing the orresponding operations
on binary lassiers.
Theorem 4 The following optimization problem is solvable in linear time:
Input: A set X; a set S with jSj = 2; a olletion of N ordering funtions f
i
: X ! S;
and a preferene funtion PREF dened by Eq. (5).
Output: A total order dened by an ordering funtion  whih maximizes
AGREE(;PREF).
Proof: Assume without loss of generality that the two-element set S is f0; 1g, and
dene (u) =
P
i
w
i
f
i
(u). We now show that any total order
1
onsistent with  maximizes
AGREE(;PREF). Fix a pair u; v 2 X and let
q
b
1
b
2
=
X
i s.t. f
i
(u)=b
1
;f
i
(v)=b
2
w
i
:
We an now rewrite  and PREF as
(u) = q
10
+ q
11
PREF(u; v) = q
10
+
1
2
q
11
+
1
2
q
00
(v) = q
01
+ q
11
PREF(v; u) = q
01
+
1
2
q
11
+
1
2
q
00
:
Note that both (u)  (v) and PREF(u; v)  PREF(v; u) are equal to q
10
  q
01
. Hene, if
(u) > (v) then PREF(u; v) > PREF(v; u). Therefore, for eah pair u; v 2 X, the order
dened by  agrees on all pairs with the pairwise preferene dened by PREF. In other
words, we have shown that
AGREE(;PREF) =
X
fu;vg
maxfPREF(u; v);PREF(v; u)g (6)
where the sum is over all unordered pairs. Clearly, the right hand side of Eq. (6) maximizes
the right hand side of Eq. (4) sine at most one of (u; v) or (v; u) an be inluded in the
latter sum. 2
4.3 Finding an Approximately Optimal Ordering
Theorem 3 implies that we are unlikely to nd an eÆient algorithm that nds the optimal
total order for a weighted ombination of rank orderings. Fortunately, there do exist eÆ-
ient algorithms for nding an approximately optimal total order. In fat, nding a good
total order is losely related to the problem of nding the minimum feedbak ar set, for
whih there exist good approximation algorithms; see, for instane, (Shmoys, 1997) and
the referenes therein. However, the algorithms that ahieve the good approximation re-
sults for the minimum feedbak ar set problem are based on (or further approximate) a
linear-programming relaxation (Seymour, 1995; Even, Naor, Rao, & Shieber, 1996; Berger
& Shor, 1997; Even, Naor, Shieber, & Sudan, 1998) whih is rather omplex to implement
and quite slow in pratie.
1. Notie that in ase of a tie, so that (u) = (v) for distint u; v,  denes only a partial order. The
theorem holds for any total order whih is onsistent with this partial order, i.e., for any 
0
so that
(u) > (v)) 
0
(u) > 
0
(v).
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Algorithm Greedy-Order
Inputs: an instane set X; a preferene funtion PREF
Output: an approximately optimal ordering funtion ^
let V = X
for eah v 2 V do (v) =
P
u2V
PREF(v; u) 
P
u2V
PREF(u; v)
while V is non-empty do
let t = argmax
u2V
(u)
let ^(t) = jV j
V = V   ftg
for eah v 2 V do (v) = (v) + PREF(t; v)   PREF(v; t)
endwhile
Figure 3: The greedy ordering algorithm.
We desribe instead a simple greedy algorithm whih is very simple to implement. Fig-
ure 3 summarizes the greedy algorithm. As we will shortly demonstrate, this algorithm
produes a good approximation to the best total order.
The algorithm is easiest to desribe by thinking of PREF as a direted weighted graph,
where initially, the set of verties V is equal to the set of instanes X, and eah edge u! v
has weight PREF(u; v). We assign to eah vertex v 2 V a potential value (v), whih is the
weighted sum of the outgoing edges minus the weighted sum of the ingoing edges. That is,
(v) =
X
u2V
PREF(v; u)  
X
u2V
PREF(u; v) :
The greedy algorithm then piks some node t that has maximum potential
2
, and assigns it
a rank by setting ^(t) = jV j, eetively ordering it ahead of all the remaining nodes. This
node, together with all inident edges, is then deleted from the graph, and the potential
values  of the remaining verties are updated appropriately. This proess is repeated
until the graph is empty. Notie that nodes removed in subsequent iterations will have
progressively smaller and smaller ranks.
As an example, onsider the preferene funtion dened by the leftmost graph of Fig. 4.
(This graph is idential to the weighted ombination of the two ordering funtions from
Fig. 1.) The initial potentials the algorithm assigns are: (b) = 2, (d) = 3=2, () =  5=4,
and (a) =  9=4. Hene, b has maximal potential. It is given a rank of 4, and then node b
and all inident edges are removed from the graph.
The result is the middle graph of Fig. 4. After deleting b, the potentials of the remaining
nodes are updated: (d) = 3=2, () =  1=4, and (a) =  5=4. Thus, d will be assigned
rank jV j = 3 and removed from the graph, resulting in the rightmost graph of Fig. 4.
After updating potentials again, () = 1=2 and (a) =  1=2. Now  will be assigned
rank jV j = 2 and removed, resulting in a graph ontaining the single node a, whih will
2. Ties an be broken arbitrarily in ase of two or more nodes with the same potential.
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a
b
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d
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1/4
1
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1/8
a c
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1/8
1/8
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Figure 4: Behavior of the greedy ordering algorithm. The leftmost graph is the original
input. From this graph, node b will be assigned maximal rank and deleted,
leading to the middle graph; from this graph, node d will deleted, leading to the
rightmost graph. In the rightmost graph, node  will be ranked ahead of node a,
leading the total ordering b > d >  > a.
nally be assigned the rank jV j = 1. The ordering produed by the greedy algorithm is
thus b > d >  > a.
The next theorem shows that this greedy algorithm omes within a fator of two of
optimal.
Theorem 5 Let OPT(PREF) be the weighted agreement ahieved by an optimal total order
for the preferene funtion PREF, and let APPROX(PREF) be the weighted agreement
ahieved by the greedy algorithm. Then
APPROX(PREF) 
1
2
OPT(PREF) :
Proof: Consider the edges that are inident on the node v
j
whih is seleted on the
j-th repetition of the while loop of Figure 3. The ordering produed by the algorithm will
agree with all of the outgoing edges of v
j
and disagree with all of the ingoing edges. Let
a
j
be the sum of the weights of the outgoing edges of v
j
, and d
j
be the sum of the weights
of the ingoing edges. Clearly APPROX(PREF) 
P
jV j
j=1
a
j
. However, at every repetition,
the total weight of all inoming edges must equal the total weight of all outgoing edges.
This means that
P
v2V
(v) = 0, and hene for the node v
?
that has maximal potential,
(v
?
)  0. Thus on every repetition j, it must be that a
j
 d
j
, so we have that
OPT(PREF) 
jV j
X
j=1
(a
j
+ d
j
) 
jV j
X
j=1
(a
j
+ a
j
)  2 APPROX(PREF):
The rst inequality holds beause OPT(PREF) an at best inlude every edge in the graph,
and sine every edge is removed exatly one, eah edge must ontribute to some a
j
or some
d
j
. 2
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Figure 5: An example of a graph (left) for whih the node-based greedy algorithm ahieves
an approximation fator of
1
2
by onstruting the partial order on the right.
In passing, we note that there are other natural greedy algorithms that do not ahieve
good approximations. Consider, for example, an algorithm that starts from a graph on-
sisting of all the nodes but with no edges, and iteratively adds the highest weighted edge in
the graph, while avoiding yles. It an be shown that this algorithm an produe a very
poor partial order, given an adversarially hosen graph; there are ases where the optimal
total order ahieves a multipliative fator of O(jV j) more weighted agreements than this
\edge-based" greedy algorithm.
4.4 Improvements to the Greedy Algorithm
The approximation fator of two given in Theorem 5 is tight. That is, there exist problems
for whih the greedy algorithm approximation is worse than the optimal solution by a
fator arbitrarily lose to two. Consider the graph shown on the left-hand side of Fig. 5. An
optimal total order ranks the instanes aording to their position in the gure, left to right,
breaking ties randomly, and ahieves OPT(PREF) = 2k+2 weighted agreements. However,
the greedy algorithm piks the node labeled k + 1 rst and orders all the remaining nodes
randomly, ahieving as few as APPROX(PREF) = k+2 agreements. For large k, the ratio
APPROX(PREF)=OPT(PREF) approahes
1
2
.
For graph of Figure 5, there is another simple algorithm whih produes an optimal
ordering: sine the graph is already a partial order, piking any total order onsistent with
this partial order gives an optimal result. To ope with problems suh as the one of Figure 5,
we devised an improvement to the greedy algorithm whih ombines a greedy method with
topologial sorting. The aim of the improvement is to nd better approximations for graphs
whih are omposed of many strongly onneted omponents.
As before, the modied algorithm is easiest to desribe by thinking of PREF as a
weighted direted graph. Reall that for eah pair of nodes u and v, there exist two edges:
one from u to v with weight PREF(u; v) and one from v to u with weight PREF(v; u). In
the modied greedy algorithm we will pre-proess the graph. For eah pair of nodes, we
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Algorithm SCC-Greedy-Order
Inputs: an instane set X; a preferene funtion PREF
Output: an approximately optimal ordering funtion ^
Dene PREF
0
(u; v) = maxfPREF(u; v)  PREF(v; u); 0g :
Find strongly onneted omponents U
1
; : : : ; U
k
of the graph G = (V;E) where
V = X and E = f(u; v) j PREF
0
(u; v) > 0g :
Order the strongly onneted omponents in any way onsistent with the partial order
<
s
:
U <
s
U
0
i 9u 2 U; u
0
2 U
0
: (u; u
0
) 2 E
Use algorithm Greedy-Order or full enumeration to order the instanes within eah om-
ponent U
i
aording to PREF
0
.
Figure 6: The improved greedy ordering algorithm.
remove the edge with the smaller weight and set the weight of the other edge to be
j PREF(v; u)  PREF(u; v) j :
For the speial ase where PREF(v; u) = PREF(u; v) =
1
2
, we remove both edges. In the
redued graph, there is at most one direted edge between eah pair of nodes. Note that
the greedy algorithm would behave identially on the transformed graph sine it is based
on the weighted dierenes between the inoming and outgoing edges.
We next nd the strongly onneted omponents
3
of the redued graph, ignoring (for
now) the weights. One an now split the edges of the redued graph into two lasses: inter-
omponent edges onnet nodes u and v, where u and v are in dierent strongly onneted
omponents; and intra-omponent edges onnet nodes u and v from the same strongly
onneted omponent. It is straightforward to verify that any optimal order agrees with all
the inter-omponent edges. Put another way, if there is an edge from node u to node v of
two dierent onneted omponents in the redued graph, then (u) > (v) for any optimal
total order .
The rst step of the improved algorithm is thus to totally order the strongly onneted
omponents in some way onsistent with the partial order dened by the inter-omponent
edges. More preisely, we pik a total ordering for the omponents onsistent with the
partial order <
s
, dened as follows: for omponents U and U
0
, U <
s
U
0
i there is an
edge from some node u 2 U to some node u
0
2 U
0
in the redued graph.
We next order the nodes within eah strongly onneted omponent, thus providing a
total order of all nodes. Here the greedy algorithm an be used. As an alternative, in
ases where a omponent ontains only a few elements (say at most ve), one an nd the
optimal order between the elements of the omponent by a brute-fore approah, i.e., by
full enumeration of all permutations.
3. Two nodes u and v are in the same strongly onneted omponent i there are direted paths from u to
v and from v to u.
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Figure 7: An illustration of the approximation algorithm for nding a total order from
a weighted ombination of ordering funtions. The original graph (top left) is
redued by removing at least one edge for eah edge-pair (u; v) and (v; u) (middle).
The strongly onneted omponents are then found (right). Finally, an ordering
is found within eah strongly onneted omponent whih yield the order b >  >
d > a (bottom).
The improved algorithm is summarized in Figure 6 and illustrated in Figure 7. There
are four elements in Figure 7 whih onstitute two strongly onneted omponents in the
redued graph (fbg and fa; ; dg). Therefore, b is assigned the top rank and ranked above
a,  and d. If the brute-fore algorithm were used to order the omponents, then we would
hek all 3! permutations between a,  and d and output the total order b >  > d > a,
whih is the optimal order in this toy example.
In the worst ase, the redued graph ontains only a single strongly onneted om-
ponent. In this ase, the improved algorithm generates the same ordering as the greedy
algorithm. However, in the experiments on metasearh problems desribed in Se. 5, many
of the strongly onneted omponents are small; the average size of a strongly onneted
omponent is less than ve. In ases suh as these, the improved algorithm will often
improve on the simple greedy algorithm.
4.5 Experiments with the Ordering Algorithms
Ideally, eah algorithm would be evaluated by determining how losely it approximates the
optimal ordering on large, realisti problems. Unfortunately, nding the optimal ordering
for large graphs is impratial. We thus performed two sets of experiments with the ordering
algorithms desribed above. In the rst set of experiments, we evaluated the algorithms on
small graphs|speially, graphs for whih the optimal ordering ould be feasibly found
with brute-fore enumeration. In these experiments, we measure the \goodness" of the
resulting orderings relative to the optimal ordering. In the seond set of experiments, we
evaluated the algorithms on large graphs for whih the optimal orderings are unknown. In
these experiments, we ompute a \goodness" measure whih depends on the total weight
of all edges, rather than the optimal ordering.
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In addition to the simple greedy algorithm and its improvement, we also onsidered the
following simple randomized algorithm: pik a permutation at random, and then output
the better of that permutation and its reverse. It an be easily shown that this algorithm
ahieves the same approximation bound on expeted performane as the greedy algorithm.
(Briey, one of the two permutations must agree with at least half of the weighted edges
in the graph.) The random algorithm an be improved by repeating the proess, i.e.,
examining many random permutations and their reverses, and hoosing the permutation
that ahieves the largest number of weighted agreements.
In a rst set of experiments, we ompared the performane of the greedy approximation
algorithm, the improved algorithm whih rst nds strongly onneted omponents, and the
randomized algorithm on graphs of nine or fewer elements. For eah number of elements, we
generated 10;000 random graphs by hoosing PREF(u; v) uniformly at random, and setting
PREF(v; u) to 1   PREF(u; v). For the randomized algorithm, we evaluated 10n random
permutations (and their reverses) where n is the number of instanes (nodes). To have
a fair omparison between the dierent algorithms on the smaller graphs, we always used
the greedy algorithm (rather than a brute-fore algorithm) to order the elements of eah
strongly onneted omponent of a graph.
To evaluate the algorithms, we examined the redued graph and alulated the average
ratio of the weights of the edges hosen by the approximation algorithm to the weights of
the edges that were hosen by the optimal order. More preisely, let  be the optimal order
and ^ be an order hosen by an approximation algorithm. Then for eah random graph, we
alulated
X
u; v : ^(u) > ^(v)
maxfPREF(u; v)   PREF(v; u); 0g
X
u; v : (u) > (v)
maxfPREF(u; v)   PREF(v; u); 0g
:
If this measure is 0.9, for instane, then the total weight of the edges in the total order
piked by the approximation algorithm is 90% of the orresponding gure for the optimal
algorithm.
We averaged the above ratios over all random graphs of the same size. The results
are shown on the left hand side of Figure 8. On the right hand side of the gure, we
show the average running time for eah of the algorithms as a funtion of the number of
elements. When the number of ranked elements is more than ve, the greedy algorithms
outperform the randomized algorithm, while their running time is muh smaller. Thus, if
a full enumeration had been used to nd the optimal order of small strongly onneted
omponents, the approximation would have been onsistently better than the randomized
algorithm.
We note that the greedy algorithm also generally performs better on average than
the lower bound given in Theorem 5. In fat, ombining the greedy algorithm with pre-
partitioning of the graph into strongly onneted omponents often yields the optimal order.
In the seond set of experiments, we measured performane and running time for larger
random graphs. Sine for large graphs we annot nd the optimal solution by brute-fore
enumeration, we use as a \goodness" measure the ratio of the weights of the edges that were
left in the redued graph after applying an approximation algorithm to the total weight of
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Figure 8: Comparison of goodness (left) and the running time (right) of the approximations
ahieved by the greedy algorithms and the randomized algorithm as a funtion of
the number of ranked elements for random preferene funtions with 3 through 9
elements.
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Figure 9: Comparison of goodness (left) and the running time (right) of the approximations
ahieved by the greedy algorithms and the randomized algorithm as a funtion of
the number of ranked elements for random preferene funtions with 3 through 30
elements. Note that the graphs for Greedy and SCC+Greedy oinide for most
of the points.
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edges in the graph. That is, for eah random graph we alulated
X
u; v : ^(u) > ^(v)
maxfPREF(u; v)   PREF(v; u); 0g
X
u; v
maxfPREF(u; v)   PREF(v; u); 0g
:
We ran the three algorithms with the same parameters as above (i.e., 10;000 random
graphs). The results are given in Figure 9. The advantage of the greedy algorithms over
the randomized algorithm is even more apparent on these larger problems. Note also that
for large graphs the performane of the two greedy algorithms is indistinguishable. This is
mainly due to the fat that large random graphs are strongly onneted with high proba-
bility.
To summarize the experiments, when there are six or more elements the greedy algorithm
learly outperforms the randomized algorithm even if many randomly hosen permutations
are examined. Furthermore, the improved algorithm whih rst nds the strongly onneted
omponents outperforms the randomized algorithm for all graph sizes. In pratie the
improved greedy algorithm ahieves very good approximations|within about 5 perent of
optimal, for the ases in whih optimal graphs an be feasibly found.
5. Experimental Results for Metasearh
So far, we have desribed a method for learning a preferene funtion, and a means of
onverting a preferene funtion into an ordering of new instanes. We will now present
some experimental results in learning to order. In partiular, we will desribe results on
learning to ombine the orderings of several web \searh experts" using the algorithm of
Figure 2 to learn a preferene funtion, and the simple greedy algorithm to order instanes
using the learned preferene funtion. The goals of these experiments are to illustrate the
type of problems that an be solved with our method; to empirially evaluate the learning
method; to evaluate the ordering algorithm on large, non-random graphs, suh as might arise
in a realisti appliation; and to onrm the theoretial results of the preeding setions.
We thus restrit ourselves to omparing the learned orderings to individual searh experts,
as is suggested by Theorem 1, rather than attempt to ompare this appliation of learning-
to-order with previous experimental tehniques for metasearh, e.g., (Lohbaum & Streeter,
1989; Kantor, 1994; Boyan, Freitag, & Joahims, 1994; Bartell, Cottrell, & Belew, 1994).
We note that this metasearh problem exhibits several properties that suggest a general
approah suh as ours. For instane, approahes that learn to ombine similarity sores
are not appliable, sine the similarity sores of web searh engines are often unavailable.
In the experiments presented here, the learning algorithm was provided with ordered lists
for eah searh engine without any assoiated sores. To further demonstrate the merits of
our approah, we also desribe experiments with partial feedbak|that is, with preferene
judgments that are less informative than the relevane judgments more typially used in
improving searh engines.
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ML Searh Experts UNIV Searh Experts
NAME NAME
\NAME" \NAME"
title:\NAME" \NAME" PLACE
NAME +LASTNAME title:\home page" title:NAME
NAME +LASTNAME title:homepage title:\NAME"
NAME +LASTNAME mahine learning title:\NAME" PLACE
NAME +LASTNAME \mahine learning" NAME title:\home page"
NAME +LASTNAME ase based reasoning NAME title:\homepage"
NAME +LASTNAME \ase based reasoning" NAME welome
NAME +LASTNAME PLACE NAME url:index.html
NAME +LASTNAME \PLACE" NAME url:home.html
NAME +LASTNAME url:index.html \NAME" title:\home page"
NAME +LASTNAME url:home.html \NAME" title:\homepage"
NAME +LASTNAME url:~*LASTNAME* \NAME" welome
NAME +LASTNAME url:~LASTNAME \NAME" url:index.html
NAME +LASTNAME url:LASTNAME \NAME" url:home.html
\NAME" PLACE title:\home page"
\NAME" PLACE title:\homepage"
\NAME" PLACE welome
\NAME" PLACE url:index.html
\NAME" PLACE url:home.html
Table 1: Searh (and ranking) experts used in the metasearh experiments. In the asso-
iated queries, NAME is replaed with the person's (or university's) full name,
LASTNAME with the person's last name, and PLACE is replaed with the per-
son's aÆliation (or university's loation). Sequenes of words enlosed in quotes
must appear as a phrase, and terms prexed by title: and url: must appear
in that part of the web page. Words prexed by a \+" must appear in the web
page; other words may or may not appear.
5.1 Test Problems and Enoding
We hose to simulate the problem of learning a domain-spei searh engine|i.e., an engine
that searhes for pages of a partiular, narrow type. Ahoy! (Shakes, Langheinrih, & Etzioni,
1997) is one instane of suh a domain-spei searh engine. As test ases, we piked two
problems: retrieving the home pages of mahine learning researhers (ML), and retrieving
the home pages of universities (UNIV). To obtain sample queries, we obtained a listing of
mahine learning researhers, identied by name and aÆliated institution, together with
their home pages,
4
and a similar list for universities, identied by name and (sometimes)
geographial loation.
5
Eah entry on a list was viewed as a query, with the assoiated
URL the sole relevant web page.
4. From http://www.ai.nrl.navy.mil/aha/researh/mahine-learning.html, a list maintained by David
Aha.
5. From Yahoo!
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We then onstruted a series of speial-purpose \searh experts" for eah domain. These
were implemented as query expansion methods whih onverted a name/aÆliation pair (or
a name/loation pair) to a likely-seeming Altavista query. For example, one expert for the
UNIV domain searhed for the university name appearing as a phrase, together with the
phrase \home page" in the title; another expert for the ML domain searhed for all the
words in the person's name plus the words \mahine" and \learning," and further enfores
a strit requirement that the person's last name appear. Overall, we dened 16 searh
experts for the ML domain and 22 for the UNIV domain; these are summarized in Table 1.
Eah searh expert returned the top 30 ranked web pages. In the ML domain, there were
210 searhes for whih at least one searh expert returned the named home page; for the
UNIV domain, there were 290 suh searhes. The task of the learning system is to nd an
appropriate way of ombining the output of these searh experts.
To give a more preise desription of the searh experts, for eah query t, we rst
onstruted the set X
t
onsisting of all web pages returned by all of the expanded queries
dened by the searh experts. Next, eah searh expert i was represented as a preferene
funtion R
t
i
. We hose these preferene funtions to be rank orderings dened with respet
to an ordering funtion f
t
i
in the natural way: we assigned a rank of f
t
i
= 30 to the rst
listed page, f
t
i
= 29 to the seond-listed page, and so on, nally assigning a rank of f
t
i
= 0
to every page not retrieved in the top 30 by the expanded query assoiated with expert i.
To enode feedbak, we onsidered two shemes. In the rst, we simulated omplete
relevane feedbak|that is, for eah query, we onstruted feedbak in whih the sole
relevant page was preferred to all other pages. In the seond, we simulated the sort of
feedbak that ould be olleted from \lik data"|i.e., from observing a user's interations
with a metasearh system. For eah query, after presenting a ranked list of pages, we noted
the rank of the one relevant web page. We then onstruted a feedbak ranking in whih the
relevant page is preferred to all preeding pages. This would orrespond to observing whih
link the user atually followed, and making the assumption that this link was preferred to
previous links.
It should be emphasized that both of these forms of feedbak are simulated, and ontain
less noise than would be expeted from real user data. In reality some fration of the
relevane feedbak would be missing or erroneous, and some fration of lik data would
not satisfy the assumption stated above.
5.2 Evaluation and Results
To evaluate the expeted performane of a fully-trained system on novel queries in this
domain, we employed leave-one-out testing. For eah query t, we trained the learning system
on all the other queries, and then reorded the rank of the learned system on query t. For
omplete relevane feedbak, this rank is invariant of the ordering of the training examples,
but for the \lik data" feedbak, it is not; the feedbak olleted at eah stage depends on
the behavior of the partially learned system, whih in turn depends on the previous training
examples. Thus for lik data training, we trained on 100 randomly hosen permutations
of the training data and reorded the median rank for t.
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5.2.1 Performane Relative to Individual Experts
The theoretial results provide a guarantee of performane relative to the performane of
the best individual searh (ranking) expert. It is therefore natural to onsider omparing
the performane of the learned system to the best of the individual experts. However, for
eah searh expert, only the top 30 ranked web pages for a query are known; if the single
relevant page for a query is not among these top 30, then it is impossible to ompute any
natural measures of performane for this query. This ompliates any omparison of the
learned system to the individual searh experts.
However, in spite of the inomplete information about the performane of the searh
experts, it is usually possible to tell if the learned system ranks a web page higher than a
partiular expert.
6
Motivated by this, we performed a sign test: we ompared the rank of
the learning systems to the rank given by eah searh expert, heking to see whether this
rank was lower, and disarding queries for whih this omparison was impossible. We then
used a normal approximation to the binomial distribution to test the following two null
hypotheses (where the probability is taken over the distribution from whih the queries are
drawn):
H1. With probability at least 0.5, the searh expert performs better than the learning
system (i.e., gives a lower rank to the relevant page than the learning system does.)
H2. With probability at least 0.5, the searh expert performs no worse than the learning
system (i.e., gives an equal or lower rank to the relevant page.)
In training, we explored learning rates in the range [0:001; 0:999℄. For omplete feedbak
in the ML domain, hypothesis H1 an be rejeted with high ondene (p > 0:999) for every
searh expert and every learning rate 0:01    0:99. The same holds in the UNIV domain
for all learning rates 0:02    0:99. The results for lik data training are nearly as strong,
exept that 2 of the 22 searh experts in the UNIV domain show a greater sensitivity to
the learning rate: for these engines, H1 an only be rejeted with high ondene for
0:3    0:6. To summarize, with high ondene, in both domains, the learned ranking
system is no worse than any individual searh expert for moderate values of .
Hypothesis H2 is more stringent sine it an be rejeted only if we are sure that the
learned system is stritly better than the expert. With omplete feedbak in the ML domain
and 0:3    0:8, hypothesis H2 an be rejeted with ondene p > 0:999 for 14 of the 16
searh experts. For the remaining two experts the learned system does perform better more
often, but the dierene is not signiant. In the UNIV domain, the results are similar. For
0:2    0:99, hypothesis H2 an be rejeted with ondene p > 0:999 for 21 of the 22
searh experts, and the learned engine tends to perform better than the single remaining
expert.
Again, the results for lik data training are only slightly weaker. In the ML domain,
hypothesis H2 an be rejeted for all but three experts for all but the most extreme learning
rates; in the UNIV domain, hypothesis H2 an be rejeted for all but two experts for 0:4 
  0:6. For the remaining experts and learning rates the dierenes are not statistially
6. The only time this annot be determined is when neither the learned system nor the expert ranks the
relevant web pages in the top 30, a ase of little pratial interest.
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signiant; however, it is not always the ase that the learned engine tends to perform
better.
To summarize the experiments, for moderate values of  the learned system is, with
high ondene, stritly better than most of the searh experts in both domains, and never
signiantly worse than any expert. When trained with full relevane judgments, the learned
system performs better on average than any individual expert.
5.2.2 Other Performane Measures
We measured the number of queries for whih the orret web page was in the top k ranked
pages, for various values of k. These results are shown in Figure 10. Here the lines show the
performane of the learned systems (with  = 0:5, a generally favorable learning rate) and
the points orrespond to the individual experts. In most ases, the learned system losely
traks the performane of the best expert at every value of k. This is espeially interesting
sine no single expert is best at all values of k.
The nal graph in this gure investigates the sensitivity of this measure to the learning
rate . As a representative illustration, we varied  in the ML domain and plotted the
top-k performane of the system learned from omplete feedbak for three values of k. Note
that performane is roughly omparable over a wide range of values for .
Another plausible measure of performane is the average rank of the (single) relevant
web page. We omputed an approximation to average rank by artiially assigning a rank
of 31 to every page that was either unranked, or ranked above rank 30. (The latter ase is
to be fair to the learned system, whih is the only one for whih a rank greater than 30 is
possible.) A summary of these results for  = 0:5 is given in Table 2, together with some
additional data on top-k performane. In the table, we give the top-k performane for three
values of k, and average rank for several ranking systems: the two learned systems; the naive
query, i.e., the person or university's name; and the single searh expert that performed
best with respet to eah performane measure. Note that not all of these experts are
distint sine several experts sored the best on more than one measure.
The table illustrates the robustness of the learned systems, whih are nearly always
ompetitive with the best expert for every performane measure listed. The only exeption
to this is that the system trained on lik data trails the best expert in top-k performane for
small values of k. It is also worth noting that in both domains, the naive query (simply the
person or university's name) is not very eetive: even with the weaker lik data feedbak,
the learned system ahieves a 36% derease in average rank over the naive query in the ML
domain, and a 46% derease in the UNIV domain.
To summarize the experiments, on these domains the learned system not only performs
muh better than naive searh strategies, but also onsistently performs at least as well as,
and perhaps slightly better than, any single domain-spei searh expert. This observation
holds regardless of the performane metri onsidered; for nearly every metri we omputed,
the learned system always equals, and usually exeeds, the performane of the searh expert
that is best for that metri. Finally, the performane of the learned system is almost as
good with the weaker \lik data" training as with omplete relevane feedbak.
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Figure 10: Top and middle: Performane of the learned system versus individual experts
for two dierent domains. Bottom: the perentage of time the relevant web page
was in the top-k list for k = 1,4, and 8.
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ML Domain University Domain
Top 1 Top 10 Top 30 Avg Rank Top 1 Top 10 Top 30 Avg Rank
Learned (Full Feed.) 114 185 198 4.9 111 225 253 7.8
Learned (Clik Data) 93 185 198 4.9 87 229 259 7.8
Naive 89 165 176 7.7 79 157 191 14.4
Best (Top 1) 119 170 184 6.7 112 221 247 8.2
Best (Top 10) 114 182 190 5.3 111 223 249 8.0
Best (Top 30) 97 181 194 5.6 111 223 249 8.0
Best (Avg Rank) 114 182 190 5.3 111 223 249 8.0
Table 2: Comparison of learned systems and individual searh queries.
6. Related Work
Problems that involve ordering and ranking have been investigated in various elds suh as
deision theory, the soial sienes, information retrieval and mathematial eonomis (Blak,
1958; Kemeny & Snell, 1962; Cooper, 1968; Fishburn, 1970; Roberts, 1979; Salton &MGill,
1983; Frenh, 1989; Yao, 1995). Among the wealth of literature on the subjet, the losest to
ours appears to be the work of Kemeny and Snell (1962) whih was extended by Yao (1995)
and used by Balabanov and Shoham (1997) in their FAB ollaborative ltering system.
These works use a similar notion of ordering funtions and feedbak; however, they assume
that both the ordering funtions and the feedbak are omplete and transitive. Hene, it
is not possible to leave elements unranked, or to have inonsistent feedbak whih violates
the transitivity requirements. It is therefore diÆult to ombine and fuse inonsistent and
inomplete orderings in the Kemeny and Snell model.
There are also several related intratability results. Most of them are onerned with the
diÆulty in reahing onsensus in voting systems based on preferene ordering. Speially,
Bartholdi, Tovey and Trik (1989) study the problem of nding a winner in an eletion
when the preferenes of all voters are irreexive, antisymmetri, transitive, and omplete.
Thus, their setting is more restritive than ours. They study two similar shemes to deide
on a winner of an eletion. The rst was invented by Dodgson (1876) (better known by
his pen name, Lewis Carroll) and the seond is due to Kemeny (1959). For both models,
they show that the problem of nding a winner in an eletion is NP-hard. Among these
two models, the one suggested by Kemeny is the losest to ours. However, as mentioned
above, this model is more restritive as it does not allow voters to abstain (preferenes are
required to be omplete) or to be inonsistent (all preferenes are transitive).
As illustrated by the experiments, the problem of learning to rank is losely related to
the problem of ombining the results of dierent searh engines. Many methods for this
have been proposed by the information retrieval ommunity, and many of these are adap-
tive, using relevane judgments to make an appropriate hoie of parameters. However,
generally, rankings are ombined by ombining the sores that were used to rank dou-
ments (Lohbaum & Streeter, 1989; Kantor, 1994). It is also frequently assumed that other
properties of the objets (douments) to be ranked are available, suh as word frequenies.
In ontrast, in our experiments, instanes are atomi entities with no assoiated properties
exept for their position in various rank-orderings. Similarly, we make minimal assump-
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tions about the rank-orderings|in partiular, we do not assume sores are available. Our
methods are thus appliable to a broader lass of ranking problems.
General optimization methods have also been adopted to adjust parameters of an IR
system so as to improve agreement with a set of user-given preferene judgments. For in-
stane, Boyan, Freitag, and Joahims (1994) use simulated annealing to improve agreement
with \lik data," and Bartell, Cottrell and Belew (1994) use onjugate gradient desent
to hoose parameters for a linear ombination of soring funtions, eah assoiated with
a dierent searh expert. Typially, suh approahes oer few guarantees of eÆieny,
optimality, or generalization performane.
Another related task is olletion fusion. Here, several searhes are exeuted on disjoint
subsets of a large olletion, and the results are ombined. Several approahes to this prob-
lem that do not rely on ombining ranking sores have been desribed (Towell, Voorhees,
Gupta, & Johnson-Laird, 1995; Voorhees, Gupta, & Johnson-Laird, 1994). However, al-
though the problem is superially similar to the one presented here, the assumption that
the dierent searh engines index disjoint sets of douments atually makes the problem
quite dierent. In partiular, sine it is impossible for two engines to give dierent relative
orderings to the same pair of douments, ombining the rankings an be done relatively
easily.
Etzioni et al. (1996) formally onsidered another aspet of metasearh|the task of
optimally ombining information soures with assoiated osts and time delays. Our formal
results are disjoint from theirs, as they assume that every query has a single reognizable
orret answer, rendering ordering issues unimportant.
There are many other appliations in mahine learning, reinforement learning, neural
networks, and ollaborative ltering that employ ranking and preferenes, e.g., (Utgo &
Saxena, 1987; Utgo & Clouse, 1991; Caruana, Baluja, & Mithell, 1996; Resnik & Varian,
1997), While our work is not diretly relevant, it might be possible to use the framework
suggested in this paper in similar settings. This is one of our future researh goals.
Finally, we would like to note that the framework and algorithms presented in this paper
an be extended in several ways. Our urrent researh fouses on eÆient bath algorithms
for ombining preferene funtions, and on using restrited ranking experts for whih the
problem of nding an optimal total ordering an be solved in polyomial time (Freund, Iyer,
Shapire, & Singer, 1998).
7. Conlusions
In many appliations, it is desirable to order rather than lassify instanes. We investigated
a two-stage approah to learning to order in whih one rst learns a preferene funtion by
onventional means, and then orders a new set of instanes by nding the total ordering
that best approximates the preferene funtion. The preferene funtion that is learned is
a binary funtion PREF(u; v), whih returns a measure of ondene reeting how likely
it is that u is preferred to v. This is learned from a set of \experts" whih suggest spei
orderings, and from user feedbak in the form of assertions of the form \u should be preferred
to v".
We have presented two sets of results on this problem. First, we presented an online
learning algorithm for learning a weighted ombination of ranking experts whih is based
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on an adaptation of Freund and Shapire's Hedge algorithm. Seond, we explored the
omplexity of the problem of nding a total ordering that agrees best with a preferene
funtion. We showed that this problem is NP-omplete even in a highly restritive ase,
namely, preferene prediates that are linear ombinations of a ertain lass of well-behaved
\experts" alled rank orderings. However, we also showed that for any preferene prediate,
there is a greedy algorithm that always obtains a total ordering that is within a fator of
two of optimal. We also presented an algorithm that rst divides the set of instanes into
strongly onneted omponents and then uses the greedy algorithm (or full enumeration,
for small omponents) to nd an approximately good order within large strongly onneted
omponents. We found that this approximation algorithm works very well in pratie and
often nds the best order.
We also presented experimental results in whih these algorithms were used to ombine
the results of a number of \searh experts," eah of whih orresponds to a domain-spei
strategy for searhing the web. We showed that in two domains, the learned system losely
traks and often exeeds the performane of the best of these searh experts. These results
hold for either traditional relevane feedbak models of learning, or from weaker feedbak
in the form of simulated \lik data." The performane of the learned systems also learly
exeeds the performane of more naive approahes to searhing.
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